Concrete Properties
Compressive Strength (28-Day)

1850 PSI

Unit Weight

63.2 lb/ft3

Reinforcement

The goal of the 2013 mix design was to create a stronger, more
workable mix than last year. Last year's mix presented issues such
as structural stability due to a dry, unworkable consistency. This
year, we focused in on simplifying the design to streamline our testing process. We eliminated many aggregates from previous years'
mixes, and the team did various iterations of a baseline mix design

C-Grid Carbon Fiber

Design Specifications
19.5’
240 lb*
14”
0.5”

Length
Weight
Max. Depth
Hull Thickness
*estimated

SC Traveler utilizes innovative sustainable methods to keep costs down and promote environmental efficiency. This year, our bulkhead molds were
built out of the cardboard boxes that our reinforcement shipped in. By reusing materials, we maximized our small budget to efficiently build our canoe. Furthermore our mix design includes the aggregate Poraver, which is made of recycled glass,
thus reducing our canoe’s environmental impact.
One innovative construction technique was recruiting people from other USC ASCE design teams to
help with pour day. These methods allowed us to
build a successful and sustainable canoe.

After experiencing problems in the 2012 canoe
from using aluminum reinforcement, the team
went through a rigorous process to determine the
changes that needed to be made to the canoe's tensile reinforcement. While the aluminum reinforcement was inexpensive and easy to work with, it
did not provide the strength the canoe demanded.
We created a method of slab testing steel, aluminum, and carbon fiber to see what would best suit
our needs. Additionally, more tensile reinforcement was incorporated into our mix design
through the addition of fibers. The dual improvements of the mix and the reinforcement drastically
improved the canoe's structural stability.

After testing all of our slab samples, it was clear that carbon fiber
and steel contributed significantly more tensile strength to the concrete than aluminum. The aluminum-reinforced slabs had an average ultimate bending strength of 560 psi, while carbon fiber and
steel exhibited strengths of 1012 psi and 1392 psi. Clearly, using aluminum was not the top choice for the 2013 canoe. Additionally,
steel reinforcement was ruled out due to the difficulty of bending
and shaping it. From these results, the team chose the Chomarat
C12 1.5” x 1.5” carbon fiber grid. It provided adequate strength
while also being extremely light and easy to handle. Even though
the carbon fiber was more expensive, our larger budget from last
year meant that using this type of reinforcement was possible.
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